Welcome to Green Dragon Acupuncture
Green Dragon has been owned and operated by Kimberly Fritz, M.Om, L.Ac. since 2003.
Nhan Trinh, M.Om., L.Ac. joined Green Dragon in 2016. Both practitioners earned their
Master of Oriental medicine degree (M.Om.) from Northwestern Health Sciences
University in Bloomington MN. The MN Board of Medical practice has conferred upon
both practitioners the medical license of Licensed Acupuncturist (L.Ac.)
Green Dragon has the following fee schedule
Initial visit for a first time patient is $95; follow up treatments are $72; Herbal consults
without acupuncture $45. Payment is expected the same day as visit unless insurance
has already been determined to cover-see insurance policy document. Payment may be
made with Visa/MC, Discover, debit, most FSA/HSA cards, cash, or check.
Herbal formula costs vary depending on formula (generally, a week’s worth of herbs will
be $12.95 up to $18.90).
Sales tax will be applied to herbal formulas and other retail goods, provider tax (2%) is applied to
services of acupuncture and herbal consults.
*returned checks or declined credit cards will cause a freeze on further treatments until the issue is resolved, and a $7
re-processing fee.

What you can expect from Green Dragon Acupuncture








Respect
Care-always to the best of our ability
Promptness-We will do our best to remain on time, but like any other medical
care facility, at times we may fall behind. If you have to wait please understand
you will receive the same time and care as all other patients.
Office Hours-the office is open for scheduled appointments. If you arrive
especially early, we may be out of the office temporarily. You need not worry
that we’ve forgotten your appointment! We try to run errands or go home for
lunch during breaks between patients (sometimes lunch can be as late as 2:30
depending on patient load).
Privacy protection-your information will never be shared without your consent,
and we follow HIPPA guidelines
Our expectations of our patients

Please be on time, and if you need to miss an appointment contact us via email, phone or
text (if you text, please let us know who we re receiving a text from)
Appointments can be made by phone, email or online.
Please initial that you have read and understand these practices, or let us know if you
have questions.
______________________

